
CONDENSATION FLOAT SWITCH INVESTIGATION 

While water sensors are not mandatory, it is thought that having these put in place when owners are not in residence 

is a good idea. This report covers a sensor for one application on your air handler unit.   There are many sensors 

available in stores and on-line.  If the condensation drain pipe plugs up, water can overflow onto your floors.  The 

below information will give you some insight on what you may want to look for in your comparisons.   

One essential criterion is that BTC cannot be responsible for monitoring any audible type alarm that you might put 

in your condo.  These units are intended to shut off the cooling portion or entire air handling unit.  They do not 

provide an audible type alarm.  You may request an inspection of your unit if you feel there is a problem.  The feature 

one should look for in a sensor that would be best for our application is: 

• Unit should be constructed with a sealed magnetic reed switch rather than a mechanical lever arm switch. 

Below are a couple of options that should fit this requirements, but each owner should decide for themselves what 

they feel will work best.  This information does not constitute an endorsement by BTC or myself on the products or 

any guarantee on performance; read the reviews and Q&A for the product before you purchase. 

 

(1) Rectorseal - 97632 Safe-T-Switch Ss1   $16   Amazon 

This unit is an inline, low voltage condensate overflow shutoff switch.  It installs vertically or horizontally in the 

primary drain or can be plugged on one side for use on an auxiliary port in the pan.  It’s wired with 4’ of 18 gauge wire.  

 (2) Rectorseal - 97637 Safe-T-Switch Ss2   $19   Amazon 

This unit is essentially the same as above ‘Ss1’.  It is a smaller, L-Shaped switch that installs on auxiliary pan outlets and 

requires no plug.  It installs easily in tight spaces.  It is pre-wired with 4 feet 18 gauge wire. 

(3) Rectorseal - 97647 Safe-T-Switch Ss3   $12   Amazon 

This unit is again the same switch mechanism but for installation on safety drain pans if you happen to have one.  It 

features a special metal clip designed for quick secure installation on pan rims.  It’s wired with 4 feet 18 gauge wire. 

 

There are a couple other manufacturers of these switches, within a couple dollars more than these, but there are no 

advantages seen in those for installation or reliability.  As mentioned above, there are a couple of other styles of these 

switches that have mechanical lever arm switches for the operating mechanism, one example made by ‘Little Giant’, 

but I would not recommend those due to corrosion issues in this environment. 
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Photo 1 shows one example of the switch installed on the air handler unit in the master bedroom closet.  Photo 2 

shows the operating float, the black donut, that triggers the magnetic reed switch in the center portion.  This photo 

also shows that the float switch does not have to be directly in the drain line, shown exiting to the right in Photo 2, 

which makes it easier to add on to an existing unit that does not currently have a switch. 

   

Some things to remember: 

• It is required in the BTC documents that you turn off the main supply water valve in the utility closet when you leave 

your condo for the summer season or any period of time for that matter.  

• The condensate drain line can be cleaned every 3 months by simply pouring a quarter (1/4) cup of vinegar in it.  As 

shown in Photo 2, the flow switch can easily be lifted out of its holder and the vinegar poured in. 

• Shutting off the cooling or entire air handler for your unit may prevent condensate overflow water damage, but it 

can allow the humidity to increase to an excessive level over time.  The separate report, WATER LEAK DETECTION 

INVESTIGATION which is available on request from the manager, covers the Honeywell Lyric Detector which can 

alarm on temperature and humidity levels as well as inform you if there is a water leak.  Please consider it to cover 

that type of water issue.  Water leaks in your condo or an adjacent unit have become a major concern at BTC. 

• If there is a water problem in your condo, the BTC office or your agency needs to be informed immediately in order 

for the problem to be identified thus helping owners involved to avoid escalating expensive issues. 

• In case of malfunction, BTC cannot be held responsible nor can they fix the malfunction, unless contracted to do so 

outside of BTC office hours.   

• This report has been put together as a courtesy to help BTC owners by Scott MacKenzie, an owner in B building.  He 

has one of the sensors as shown in the photos.   He is also willing to answer any questions you might have, but cannot 

be held responsible for your choice of sensor or any malfunction of such.   

Scott MacKenzie, B102    scottmack1@gmail.com                                                                                             11-13-18   Rev. 2 

Photo 3 Photo 3 shows the basic operation of the float 

switch.  When the condensate water backs up 

in the drain pipe, it will cause the black float to 

raise up on the enclosed magnetic reed switch.  

This will then interrupt the operation of your 

air conditioning unit so that it will no longer 

produce additional condensation water that 

would flood out into your condo. 

Also shown at the bottom are methods of 

installation of the unit.  This allows for options 

on existing system that have an auxiliary drain 

outlet on the air handler as was the case with 

Photo 1 & 2 when it was installed years ago. 

Lastly, note that the Removable Cap holding 

the switch/float will allow you to keep the line 

clean with a ¼ cup vinegar every 3 months as 

well as check that the float moves freely.  If 

you have a standing pipe on your drain line like 

in Photo 2, this is a cleanout and you should 

also remove it and pour a ¼ cup of vinegar 

directly in the drain line every 3 months. 
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